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Abstract—Based on the analysis of the path planning under 
the cyclic goods-taking model, the mathematical model of 
path planning is established. After comparison and analysis 
of the commonly-used optimization algorithms, the Ant 
Colony Optimization (ACO) is adopted to solve the path 
planning model under the situation of cyclic goods-taking 
model. An auto manufacturing plant is adopted as a case, 
with its cyclic goods-taking path of its parts entering the 
plant being planned. Research finds that a satisfying 
transportation path under the cyclic goods-taking model 
with reduced transportation costs can be obtained through 
the ACO-based path planning.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
Cyclic goods-taking is also called “Milk Run,” which 

means a vehicle goes to the designated goods-taking site to 
fetch a fixed amount of goods and return to the starting 
point. The cyclic goods-taking model will not cause the 
problem of unloaded vehicles, thus greatly reducing the 
transportation cost. It is especially suitable for auto, 
machinery and other industrial enterprises, because it can 
ensure the supply of parts on schedule and up to the 
required quantity, and the realization of in-time production. 
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Figure 1.  Cyclic goods-taking model 

To put it specifically, cyclic goods-taking model has 
the following advantages: 

(1) Realize multi-batch, small-quantity and 
standardized supply and reduce the inventory cost of 
enterprises;  

(2) Improve the vehicle’s unloading rate and reduce the 
transportation cost because it does not has the problem of 

empty vehicle on the returned journey compared with the 
inbound logistics model featuring the direct delivery by the 
supplier; 

(3) Benefit different parties in the supply chain and 
finally reduce the product cost.  

II. PATH PLANNING OF CYCLIC GOODS-TAKING  

A. Path planning problem of  cyclic goods-taking  
The issue of path planning under the cyclic goods-

taking model can be described as: in a system, there is a 
starting point which is also a finishing point; there are 
several goods-taking sites to fetch goods and the 
professional third party logistics company is responsible 
for arranging several vehicles to start from several starting 
points to fetch goods in several goods-taking sites and send 
goods to destinations. The position of every goods-taking 
site and the load capacity of every vehicle (or the loading 
volume) are fixed. The number of vehicles and the goods-
taking path of every vehicle should be confirmed so as to 
minimize the overall transportation costs. 

B. Hypothesis conditions 
The issue of path planning under the cyclic goods-

taking model should meet the following hypothesis 
conditions: 

(1) The goods-taking vehicle starts from the starting 
point and returns to the starting point after finishing the 
goods-taking.  

(2) The number of goods to be taken from every goods-
taking site should be given. 

(3) The goods in every goods-taking site should be 
taken at once; 

(4) The cargo capacity of every goods-taking site is 
fixed and should not be overloaded during the 
transportation process. 

(5) There are connectable roads between the starting 
point and every goods-taking site, and between goods-
taking sites.  

(6) The number of vehicles is adequate and free of 
limits. 

III. MODELING FOR THE PATH PLANNING PROBLEM OF 
CYCLIC GOODS – TAKING 

A. Path planning modeling for the cyclic goods-taking 
The issue of path planning under the cyclic goods-

taking model can be expressed by the following model: 
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From the above model, it can be seen that Z stands for 
the total driving distance of the vehicle; k stands for the 
vehicle; m stands for the number of vehicles; qi stands for 
the number of goods taken from the goods-taking site i; Q 
stands for the maximum loading of the vehicle; dij stands 
for the distance from the goods-taking site i  to the goods-
taking site j; and i (i=0) stands for the serial number of the 
starting and finishing points, while the serial number i of 
the goods-taking site is i=1,2,3…n. 

(1) means that the objective function of the model is 
the shortest driving distance of all vehicles in the cyclic 
goods-taking. (2) means that the dead weight capacity of 
every vehicle exceeds the rated loading capacity of the 
vehicle. (3) means that every goods-taking site has the 
vehicle to fetch goods. (4) and (5) means that only one 
vehicle will go to each goods-taking site; (6) and (7) stands 
for the value range of two variables.  

IV. SOLUTION ALGORITHM 
According to the characteristics of the path planning 

issue, the ACO is adopted as the solution algorithm for the 
model in this paper. 

The solution process can be divided into two periods. 
First, the heuristic algorithm, such as the scanning methods, 
can be adopted to work out a feasible solution. Then, the 
feasible solution is optimized through the ACO to obtain 
an optimal solution.  

The ACO-based solution of the path planning issue 
manly follows the following steps: 

(1) Initialize parameters: Set the cyclic number Nc=0, 
the maximum cyclic number as Ncmax ; put ‘K’ 
(K=1,2,3…n) ants in the goods-taking network; ensure the 
initialized information amount of every side (i, j) of the 
directed graph to be  τij(t)=C where C stands for the 
constant and ∆τij(0)=0  at the initial moment; 

(2) The cycle index: Nc←Nc+1; 
(3) The index number of the tabu table: k=1; 
(4) The number of ants: k←k+1; 

(5) Individual ants choose the goods-taking site, j, 
according to the calculated probability and move ahead; 

(6) Modify the tabu table (in other words, move ants to 
the new goods-taking site after choice is made, and move 
the goods-delivery site to the individual tabu table of the 
ants); 

(7) If there are some goods-taking sites which have not 
yet been found by ants, namely k<m, return to Step (4); 
otherwise, return to Step 8); 

(8) Update the information quantity of every path; 
(9) If the end condition is met, namely Nc> Ncmax , the 

cycle ends and the routine calculation result is output; 
otherwise, the tabu table is emptied and return to Step 2). 

V. CASE STUDY 

A. Basic data 
A automobile factory  is adopted as a case and marked 

as ‘A’ to study the parts distribution path planning of 15 
suppliers. Every of the 15 suppliers provide a fixed 
amount of parts to A. The daily supply quantity of every 
supplier every day is shown in Table 1: 

TABLE I.  SUPPLY QUANTITY OF VARIOUS SUPPLIERS 

Supplier Supply Quantity
(m3) Supplier 

Supply 
Quantity 

(m3) 
1 11.69 9 19.87 

2 8.83 10 9.98 

3 18.61 11 26.40 

4 15.66 12 27.84 

5 15.29 13 32.63 

6 27.37 14 11.57 

7 19.28 15 35.94 

8 10.47   

 

The position of automobile factory is (31.3113580172 -
121.2046952052).  

The position information (longitude and latitude) of 
various suppliers is listed below: 

TABLE II.  LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE OF VARIOUS SUPPLIERS 

Supplier Longitude Latitude 

1 31.3585807424 121.2444253319 

2 31.3388371285 121.0401943363 

3 31.3168206986 121.0176441210 

4 31.4677213199 121.1904894005 

5 31.3548730000 121.0437840000 

6 31.1751601901 121.1496232868 

7 31.4900762219 121.1173215085 

8 31.4823070000 121.1543740000 

9 31.3493844351 121.4351300335 

10 31.1816894787 121.0306673626 
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11 31.1841566973 121.4036055796 

12 31.0779899573 121.3893935122 

13 31.2892298288 120.8946188334 

14 31.3177598157 120.7952056014 

15 31.1488211588 121.5669851918 

 

The volume of the transportation vehicle is 61 square 
meters. There are connected roads between the 
manufacturing plant and suppliers, and between suppliers. 
The influence of the transportation situation is not taken 
into consideration. 

B. Initial Solution Based on the Scanning Method 
A feasible solution is obtained through the scanning 

method. The driving path and distance of different vehicles 
in the feasible solution is shown in Table 3. 

TABLE III.  THE INITIAL FEASIBLE SOLUTION 

 Driving Path Driving Distance 

1 （A-1-9-10-A） 125.7 

2 （A-11-4-2-A） 142.6 

3 （A-8-3-7-A） 119.6 

4 （A-5-6-A） 78.3 

5 （A-13-14-A） 112.5 

6 （A-15-A） 112 

7 （A-12-A） 83.6 

Total 
Distance  774.3 

 

From the above table, it can be seen that the initial 
solution obtained through scanning has seven driving paths, 
which total at 774.3km.  

C. The Optimal Solution Obtained Through the ACO 
The parameters in the ACO: m=50, α=1, β=1, ρ=0.5; 

Nc=100, Q=100. 
As is shown in Fig. 1, when the iteration is around 

46times, the objective function value tends to be stable. 
The value of the minimum objective function (1) is 657km. 

 

 

Figure 2.  The iterative process 

There are seven paths in total. In the optimal solution, 
the driving distance of every vehicle and the total driving 
distance are shown in Table 4. 

TABLE IV.  THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION 

 Driving Path Driving Distance 

1 （A-1-8-A） 57.7 

2 （A-12-11-A） 93.4 

3 （A-3-10-A） 73.8 

4 （A-13-6-A） 110.5 

5 （A-5-2-A） 49.1 

6 （A-15-9-A） 122.4 

7 （A-4-14-7-A） 150.1 

Total 
Distance  657 

 

There are seven goods-taking paths, which mean that 
seven vehicles are needed. However, comparatively 
speaking, the total path optimized through the ACO is 
shorter, which means the reduction of transportation time 
and costs.  

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper adopts the path planning issue under the 

cyclic goods-taking delivery as the research object, 
analyzing its advantages, disadvantages and 
implementation conditions. Based on the full consideration 
of major influencing factors, the optimized mathematical 
model of the path planning under the cyclic goods-taking 
model is established. Through comparing and analyzing 
the major algorithms, the ACO is adopted to solve the path 
planning issue under the cyclic goods-taking model.  

The parts inbound logistics of certain auto 
manufacturer is adopted as the research object to verify the 
mathematical model and the solution algorithm put 
forward by this paper. The research findings showed that 
the mathematical model and the solution algorithm based 
on the ACO are highly practical and can help efficiently 
decrease the transportation cost.  
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During the model building process, this paper ignores 
many factors influencing the path planning, such as the 
goods-taking time, the road connection, the vehicle 
running speed and so on. These factors can be further 
studied in the future.  
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